Assessment of trigeminal small-fiber function: brain and reflex responses evoked by CO2-laser stimulation.
Laser pulses selectively excite mechano-thermal nociceptors and evoke brain potentials that may reveal small-fiber dysfunction. We applied CO2-laser pulses to the perioral and supraorbital regions and recorded the scalp laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) and reflex responses in the orbicularis oculi, masticatory, and neck muscles in 30 controls and 10 patients with facial sensory disturbances. Low-intensity pulses readily evoked scalp potentials consisting of a negative component with a latency of 165 ms followed by a positive component at 250 ms. In vertex recordings, the amplitude of LEPs exceeded 30 microV. Although only high-intensity pulses evoked reflex responses, some subjects showed--even to low-intensity pulses--an orbicularis oculi (blink-like) response that markedly contaminated the scalp recording. Scalp LEPs were abnormal in patients with hypalgesia and normal trigeminal reflexes and normal in patients with normal pain sensitivity and abnormal trigeminal reflexes. Possibly because of the high receptor density in this area and the short conduction distance, laser stimulation of the trigeminal territory yields low-threshold and large LEPs, which are useful for detecting dysfunction in peripheral and central pain pathways.